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Introduction 
 
From AGA Report No. 9, Measurement of 
Gas by Multipath Ultrasonic Meters it 
states starting on page 26…”By the law of 
similarity, it is presumed that the meter 
performance obtained in the flow lab may 
be reasonably reproduced in the 
field…When…conditions exist in the field 
installations…different from the flow 
calibration facility conditions, the law of 
similarity does not apply.  It is, therefore 
considered prudent for the designer to be 
conservative with the installation design 
by applying a qualified flow conditioner 
and longer pipe dimensions than the 
manufacturer’s minimum 
recommendations…one conservative 
design is to use 10 nominal pipe diameters 
(10 ND) between the meter tube inlet and 
the qualified flow conditioner, 10 ND 
between the qualified flow conditioner and 
the meter, and 5 ND between the meter 
and the first downstream disturbance.  For 
bi-directional meters the upstream 
dimensions would apply to either side of 
the meter” 
 
This “one conservative design” defined 
from the upstream spool flange to the 
downstream spool flange has become the 
industry default design incorporating the 
core components and dimensions that  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
constitute an ultrasonic meter installation 
as illustrated for single direction flow:   

 
 
 
For bi-directional flow the downstream 
and upstream are identical in components 
and dimensions.  Minor modifications to 
this theme are used such as a 5 ND spool 
rather than a 10 ND spool upstream of the 
flow conditioner (FC). Many design 
variations are used upstream and 
downstream of the core components 
driven by user preferences and unique 
conditions. 
 
The overriding ultrasonic meter design 
objective is to capture and retain the flow 
calibration lab accuracy.   
 
Limits of Accuracy 
 
Flow calibration laboratories have a 
volumetric accuracy of about +/- 0.25% 
(no attempt will be made to give a 
comprehensive description of accuracy).   
A flow calibrated ultrasonic meter can at 
best achieve the accuracy of the flow lab 
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or +/- 0.25%.   Many influences push this 
best achievable accuracy outward to a 
lesser accuracy or wider uncertainty 
boundary.   Much of the research and field 
experience since the introduction of 
ultrasonic meters concerns containing the 
influences that spread and bias accuracy.  
An examination of these influences and 
designs to contain their accuracy eroding 
characteristics are described in this paper.  
Other design considerations are also 
examined related to ease of maintenance, 
installation, safety, etc. 
They are as follows: 

• Installation Effects 
• Noise 
• Pulsations 
• Liquids and Mists 
• Grime 
• Filtration or Filter/Separator 
• Transducer Wear 
• Transducer Reinstallation 
• Multiple Runs 
• Pressure and Temperature Affects 
• Rangeability 
• Rust Prevention and Cleaning 
• Designing for Diagnostics 
• Flow Computers, GC’s, Other 
• Grounding and Insulation 

 
Installation Effects 
 
The core components previously described 
as a 10 ND spool, a flow conditioner, 
another 10 ND spool, the multipath 
ultrasonic meter, and a 5 ND spool are the 
components typically flow calibrated at 
the test lab.  The 5 ND spool contains the 
thermowell(s) 2 to 5 ND downstream of 
the ultrasonic meter. Two thermowells are 
sometimes installed, one for metering 
purposes and the other for convenience to 
verify or calibrate the temperature. The 
downstream spool typically contains 
additional ½” or ¾” taps for various 
purposes (e.g. blowdown, etc.).  The 

upstream or downstream spools may also 
have a tap up to 6% of the meter spool 
diameter for inspection purposes. 
 
Ideally the flow conditioner reestablishes 
fully developed flow by the time the flow 
reaches the ultrasonic meter.  The 
ultrasonic meter is most accurate when the 
flow is fully developed, symmetrical and 
without swirl.   
 
The flow calibration lab trues any residual 
effects to agree with the lab meter 
standards.  What the lab does not duplicate 
is the equipment type and arrangement 
upstream of the core components when the 
meter is field installed.  This may consist 
of a variety of different arrangements 
dependent on user practices and needs.  
Examples of upstream component 
variations are two in plane 90° elbows, 
two out of plane 90° elbows, two tee’s, 
valves, filter, or combination of these.  
Research has shown that the flow 
conditioner does not completely eliminate 
residual differences in the flow pattern 
caused by these different upstream 
components.  Worst case variations of +/- 
0.3% from test lab results have been seen 
with some arrangements.  Insufficient 
research has been done to 
comprehensively identify all the different 
permutations and quantitatively estimate 
resulting field installation errors from flow 
lab calibration true. 
 
To retain the flow lab accuracy, some 
companies have started to include the 
complete meter installation in the flow lab 
for calibration.  This includes all the 
components that will be installed upstream 
and downstream of the core components.  
In this way the flow lab piping and 
component arrangement is identical to the 
final field installation.  To retain this 
highest accuracy the complete 
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unassembled run is shipped to the field for 
installation.  As can be appreciated this 
entails a very long piece of equipment and 
for practical purposes is generally limited 
to 12” ultrasonic meters unless, for larger 
runs, the meter run components are 
disassembled prior to shipment. 
 
Some users install full opening ball valves 
on the horizontal ultrasonic meter run to 
isolate the ultrasonic meter for blow down 
and maintenance purposes.  Other users 
will install the isolation ball valves on the 
vertical legs of the ultrasonic meter run 
and use tees on the upstream and 
downstream side of the meter that allows 
access to the meter via blind flange on the 
ends of the tees. 
 
Noise 
 
Noise interference was the dominate 
concern when ultrasonic meters first 
entered the stage.  This was possibly 
because the first installations were in close 
proximity to pressure control valves.  Over 
time the noise interference concerns have 
greatly diminished as experience and new 
techniques have mitigated the effects of 
noise. 
 
Control valve noise is the main interfering 
noise culprit.  Control valves with noise 
attenuating trim characterized by small 
ports generate noise frequencies that 
overlap the acoustic pulse frequency 
needed for velocity measurement.  The 
signal processing unit (SPU) has a difficult 
time distinguishing the real acoustic pulse 
from the noise and drops out those 
readings not clearly from the mated 
acoustic transducer.  If the noise intensity 
equals or exceeds the pulse strength and 
its frequency overlaps the acoustic 
transducers, the meter can drop out 
completely.  Prior to this accuracy suffers. 

Experience shows the easiest way to deal 
with control valve induced noise is 
distance.  Fortunately the very high 
frequency noise attenuates rapidly with 
distance and fittings.  Designing the 
ultrasonic meter upstream and as far from 
control valves is often all that is needed.   
 
A standard design to attenuate noise when 
the control valve is in closer proximity is 
installing a series of blind tee’s with a 
minimum 3 ND of separation from 
adjacent tees.  Each tee reduces the noise 
approximately 3 dB.  With experience it 
has been found that two tee’s separating 
the control valve from the ultrasonic meter 
is usually sufficient to eliminate noise as 
an issue. 
 
Other attenuating methods include 
installation of a line filter between the 
control valve and the meter.  This 
dramatically reduces the noise at the 
ultrasonic meter and is sufficient by itself 
to eliminate noise interference.  Other 
simpler methods are installation of a flow 
conditioning plate between the control 
valve and meter.  This reduces noise 
approximately 3 dB and along with some 
distance and a few fittings is often 
sufficient to eliminate noise issues. 
 
The manufacturers have developed their 
own solutions for overcoming noise 
interference.  The earliest method was use 
of acoustic transducers that generate twice 
the frequency of first generation acoustic 
transducers to hopefully bring the 
frequency higher than the interfering 
noise.  Generally this has helped overcome 
the noise.  More recently the development 
of meters with encoded multiple burst or 
intelligent pulse has been available. The 
unique signature is distinguished by the 
mated pair even in a very noisy 
environment.  Stacking pulse signals is 
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another method to overcome noisy 
environments.  
 
Noise should be evaluated prior to 
installation. The manufacturers have 
gained considerable expertise over the 
years on what will and won’t work and 
can recommend what design modifications 
are necessary to assure success. 
 
Pulsations  
 
Pulsations at frequencies common to 
compressors will create significant and 
uncertain accuracy degradation.  
Pulsations cause accuracy issues for two 
reasons.  It significantly distorts the fully 
developed flow profile which the 
ultrasonic meter to date cannot interpret.  
Second the sampling single rate must be 
about twice the highest pulsation 
frequency to overcome sampling biases 
(no attempt will be made to describe this 
rather complex reason). 
 
Unfortunately, the pulsation frequencies 
that distort the accuracy travel very long 
distances and easily move through the 
normal fittings that would knock out the 
noise frequencies.  Since the ultrasonic 
meters have to date not fully overcome 
this accuracy destroying affect (there have 
been improvements), it is best to avoid 
pulsations at the ultrasonic meter.  For this 
the manufacturer should be consulted to 
determine if pulsations will be an issue.  
Pulsation vessels can be designed and 
purchased by experts in this area that will 
eliminate the pulsations at the ultrasonic 
meter. 
 
Ultrasonic meter turbulence diagnostics 
are the best determinate if pulsations are 
present and potentially causing accuracy 
issues. 
 

Liquids and Mists   
 
Liquids and mists or droplets destroy the 
accuracy for all meters and ultrasonic 
meters are no exception.  When the 
velocity is low enough the liquids will run 
along the bottom of the pipe and reduce 
the annular area or distort the flow profile 
either of which will cause accuracy issues.  
At the bottom of the pipe a small stream 
may not be detected by the diagnostics of 
either a chordal or reflect path meter, but 
reduce the accuracy.  One unconventional 
way to detect small liquid streams is to 
mount a reflect path meter so one of the 
single bounce paths goes from top dead 
center of the pipe.  Even a small stream 
will flag a large speed of sound shift for 
this path in comparison to the other paths.  
This can be important at third party 
underground storage or other interties as 
an alarm not only concerning meter 
accuracy, but as importantly immediately 
notify the recipient that the third party is 
sending harmful liquids into the piping 
system that may compromise critical 
downstream equipment such as regulators. 
 
At higher velocities the liquids will form 
mist and droplets that cause chaotic 
signals readings characterized by extreme 
velocity differences between paths and 
nonsensical speed of sound readings.  No 
solution has been developed that can 
overcome the accuracy destroying liquids 
that atomized into mists at higher velocity.  
Fortunately the diagnostics readily 
indicate when this is occurring. 
 
Stations at risk for this need a 
filter/separator (FS) installed up stream of 
the meter to assure accuracy and protect 
the other downstream equipment.  The FS 
should have a differential pressure 
transmitter installed across the inlet and 
outlet and this reading sent to the users 
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SCADA system for alarming.  Without 
this differential notification there is a risk 
the FS elements can collapse prior to 
scheduled inspection causing a coating to 
form on the ultrasonic meter reducing 
accuracy and sending the unwanted liquids 
and other grime to the downstream 
facilities. 
 
Grime 
 
My experience has shown grime deposits 
as the number one accuracy issue for our 
ultrasonic meter installations.  Grime is a 
mixture of iron oxides (mill scale), 
pipeline liquids from compressor oil, 
glycol, lubricants, and miscellaneous 
other.  The grime solidifies on the flow 
conditioner, meter adjacent spools, meter 
body, and acoustic transducers.  Research 
has shown little accuracy shifts from 
grime deposits on the flow conditioner and 
spools adjacent to the meter.  Further, 
diagnostics indicators, for example the 
flow ratio of acoustic paths or ultrasonic 
variation between paths, readily indicate 
grime deposits in early stages well before 
they reach a level that materially 
compromise accuracy. 
 
In contrast even thin grime coatings on the 
ultrasonic meter wall and acoustic 
transducers can have significant and 
unpredictable accuracy consequences.  
The meter spool immediately upstream of 
the ultrasonic meter is typically honed to 
250 micro inches or finer to reduce the 
tendency to form grime deposits.  The 
ultrasonic meter is honed to a high polish 
finish for this same purpose.  However 
grime will still form if the right conditions 
exit. 
If the installation location is at risk for 
forming grime, it is prudent to install a FS 
to prevent depositing grime on the meter 
run.  Sometimes a simple filter suffices if 

liquids are not an issue or is very minimal.  
A filter has been sufficient for most of the 
installations I have been involved with just 
as they have been sufficient for the 
decades of protecting turbine meters. 
 
Whether it is a FS or a simple filter, a 
differential pressure transmitter should be 
installed to measure the differential across 
the filter and registered on SCADA for 
alarm and monitoring purposes. 
 
Some companies design their ultrasonic 
meter run to simplify cleaning of the run 
should indication of grime deposits occur.  
Often this involves installation of a blind 
flange tee on the downstream and/or 
upstream side to allow access for 
swabbing the run clean via removal of the 
blind flange.  Other methods involve 
installing meter run block valves on the 
meter run upstream and downstream side 
so that the meter run can be isolated, blow 
down, and a spool piece(s) removed for 
cleaning.  Research has shown cleaning an 
ultrasonic meter run returns the meter 
diagnostics and accuracy to original flow 
lab conditions.  A bypass run is typically 
installed to continue flow while cleaning 
the meter.  Multiple runs, which will be 
discussed later, are another method to 
allow cleaning of runs while the station is 
still in operation. 
 
Filtration or Filter/Separator 
 
This has already been discussed in the 
context of liquids or grime deposits both 
of which cause significant accuracy issues.  
The increased pigging and hydro test 
activity experienced by my company has 
resulted in more instances of liquids or 
grime potential deposits resulting from 
these operations.  It is important to 
monitor the filters and the meter 
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diagnostics during and after either of these 
operations. 
 
Transducer Wear 
 
Acoustic transducer tip wear can occur if 
mill scale is present under continual high 
loads corresponding to higher gas 
velocities.  This is rare and probably is not 
an issue with the newer titanium 
transducers the manufacturers are 
currently using.  Wear will likely express 
itself in speed of sound shifts between 
paths.  A maintained filter will prevent 
acoustic tip wear. 
 
Transducer Reinstallation 
 
The ultrasonic meter can be purchased 
with retractable acoustic probes under 
pressure or versions that can only be 
removed when the meter run is blown 
down.  In either case, removals of acoustic 
probes are usually done to inspect for 
grime buildup on the probes and meter 
body.  It also allows cleaning of the 
acoustic probes.  Care must be exercised 
in replacing the acoustic probes to assure 
they are returned to the exact same depth.  
Slight variations in the insertion depth 
representing the thickness of a piece of 
paper will shift the baseline speed of 
sound with respect to the other paths and 
may have some accuracy shift albeit minor 
from the flow lab.  After reinstallation the 
diagnostic indicators and in particular the 
speed of sound readings with reference to 
the other paths should be checked against 
flow lab baseline to assure the acoustic 
probes have been reinserted to the exact 
same depth prior to removal.  
 
Since grime on the meter body is generally 
the largest contributor to accuracy, it is 
more productive to allow easy access for 
internal cleaning of the entire meter run 

via a blind flange on the tee or to design 
the run to allow removal of one of the 
adjacent spools for complete cleaning of 
the ultrasonic meter run. 
 
Multiple Runs 
 
We have found benefits to smaller multi-
run USM arrangements as opposed to one 
large single run.  This affords several 
benefits.  First, it provides back up runs to 
maintain station flow should another run 
be out of service for maintenance or 
repairs.  Second, it is much easier and less 
risky to remove a smaller pipe for cleaning 
than a very large pipe.  Larger runs than 
12” can significantly increase the risk of a 
mishap and require specialty equipment to 
remove the spools for cleaning purposes.  
Last, it allows for more flow flexibility, 
increasing rangeability, and capturing low 
end flow rate. 
\ 
Some companies have a policy to not 
install ultrasonic meters larger than 12”.  
This size is about the upper limit that can 
be flow lab calibrated as an entire meter 
run package including the components 
upstream and downstream of the core 
components.  It is also the size that 
represents the upper bound of common 
filters before transitioning into specialty 
long lead filters.  Another advantage is the 
shorter length smaller runs represent.   
 
A disadvantage is the greater cost of 
multiple runs over a single large run.  For 
example it would take three 12” runs to 
equal the capacity of a single 20” run.  In 
addition expensive and more complicated 
valve control must be utilized to take 
advantage of the multiple runs increased 
rangeability and to eliminate the false flow 
registration from circular thermal currents. 
If multiple runs are used, the header pipe 
should be a couple sizes larger than the 
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individual runs.  For example, 12” 
ultrasonic runs should have header pipe 
around 16” to 20”.  This reduces flow 
disturbance into the meter runs and keeps 
same sized runs flowing close to the same 
rate when open. 
 
Pressure and Temperature Effects 
 
There are four ways temperature and 
pressure affect the accuracy of ultrasonic 
meters.  First they determine the pressure 
and temperature multiplier used to 
calculate the corrected gas volumes.  
Second, they determine the 
compressibility value which is also used to 
calculate the corrected volume.  Third they 
affect the meter annular size proportional 
to the pressure and temperature.  Lastly, 
they both are components of the Reynolds 
number that determine the shape of the 
fully developed flow profile used by the 
ultrasonic meter algorithm to calculate 
flow rate. 
 
Because ultrasonic meters are typically 
used to measure the highest usage 
applications, the temperature and pressure 
accuracy are +/- 0.25°F and +/- 0.05% full 
scale respectively or better.  This assures 
an accurate pressure and temperature for 
calculation of the P and T multipliers and 
compressibility factor. 
 
Two pressure taps are supplied on the 
ultrasonic meter for pressure readings.  
The temperature is taken from a 
thermowell 2 to 5 ND downstream of the 
ultrasonic meter.  For bi-directional flow 
the thermowell only needs to be installed 
on one side ideally more towards the 5 ND 
distance to minimize the effects of the 
thermowell disturbing the flow profile 
prior to reaching the ultrasonic meter.  The 
flow calibration should adjust out the 
minor accuracy shift that may result from 

a thermowell disturbance of the flow 
stream.  
 
Our policy is to install 4 ½” thermowell’s 
to assure there is never an issue of 
fracturing the thermowell due to excess 
velocities resulting from blow downs or 
other unexpected events.  Based on the 
diagnostics especially the speed of sound 
confirmation of theoretical compared to 
metered we are confident the 4 ½” 
thermowell achieves sufficient accuracy 
even down to 5 fps.  We are more 
concerned about the increase of risk of 
fracture a longer thermowell presents.  We 
install two thermowells each about 30° 
from the top dead center at the same ND 
from the meter.  One is used for gas 
temperature measurement the other for 
single point temperature verifications. 
 
Until recently the dimensional changes of 
the ultrasonic meter due to pressure and 
temperature where ignored since the 
effects where so miniscule.  For example 
the change of accuracy is typically less 
than 0.1% for every 500 psi change in 
pressure or 25 °F change in temperature.  
Some of the latest ultrasonic meter models 
include a temperature and pressure 
algorithm to adjust the annular dimension 
with pressure and temperature to eliminate 
even this miniscule accuracy affect. 
 
The effects of temperature and pressure on 
Reynolds number related to fully 
developed profile shape is so minute at 
typical ultrasonic meter flow rates it has 
not consequence on accuracy. 
 
 
Rangeability 
 
Rangeability can be defined as the 
maximum rated flow divided by the 
minimum flow that achieves a specified 
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accuracy.  What a particular user accepts 
as the maximum flow rate and the 
acceptable accuracy at the low end flow 
determines the rangeability.  Generally a 
flow calibrated ultrasonic meter achieves 
accuracy better than +/- 0.5% (0.25% flow 
lab accuracy and another 0.25% for field 
installation effects) from 10 fps to 100 fps.   
Even down to 2 fps the accuracy probably 
meets +/- 1.0% if the meter was linearly 
flow calibrated and the meter is not 
exposed to extreme temperatures.  Most 
users limit the maximum velocity in the 
meter run to 80 fps to prevent erosion or 
creation of noise even though the flow can 
go to 100 fps and maintain the highest 
accuracy.  Some allow excursions above 
80 fps for unusual events.  Some users 
limit the low end velocity to 10 fps to stay 
in the accuracy “sweet” spot and install 
smaller runs to capture the lower flow 
rates. 
 
The low and high end acceptability 
determines the size and need for multiple 
run ultrasonic meters.  For interties and 
underground storage it is our policy to 
automatically close the downstream block 
valve should the velocity drop to 2 fps.  
Our nominal maximum design velocity is 
80 fps, but we allow this to go as high as 
100 fps for a short period of time under 
rare and unusual events otherwise the 
meter may be oversized for much of the 
flow.  For power plants we will measure 
down to 0.25 fps before activating a low 
flow cut-off.  This is justifiable since the 
quantity of gas at the flows less than 5 fps 
is typically much less than 1% of the total 
throughput. For example the low flow may 
be represented by a building heating load 
and is miniscule in comparison to the 
power generation load.  
 
Another accuracy concern is temperature 
stratification at lower flow rates.  This is 

an issue for all meters.  Ultrasonic meters 
are superior to orifice and turbine meters 
from this effect.  There are two issue with 
temperature stratification.  First the 
temperature probe may not capture the 
true average temperature since the gas, for 
example, at he top of the pipe may be 
slightly higher on a hot summer day than 
the gas on the bottom of the pipe.  Second, 
the ultrasonic speeds for the various paths 
will vary depending on their path through 
the stratified temperature.  Research seems 
to indicate the meter is still quite accurate 
down to 5 fps.  Users may reduce these 
effects by installing the ultrasonic meter 
inside a building or at least with an over 
head canopy.  
 
Rust Prevention and Cleaning 
 
After flow manufacture the internal meter 
and spools should be coated with water 
displacing rust inhibitor, the ends 
protected with temporary end covers, and 
moisture absorbing desiccant placed 
inside.  This is particularly important if the 
meter may lay in a yard for long periods of 
time before installation.  Without this 
protection the internal spools and 
ultrasonic meter can develop corrosion 
that changes the pipe roughness from the 
flow calibration lab with a consequential 
accuracy loss.  These measures are also 
important if a meter spool is removed for 
cleaning since the internals are vulnerable 
to rapid corrosion after previous long 
periods under high gas pressure. 
 
As noted previously consideration should 
be given to placement of supports and 
adequate clearance from surrounding 
fixtures to allow removal of spool(s) for 
cleaning purposes.  If the meter is single 
run, a bypass run is necessary to maintain 
service should it be necessary to take the 
ultrasonic meter run out of service.  Our 
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practice is to install two valves in the 
bypass run to assure no leakage should the 
customer every need to blow down his 
system and can tolerate no leakage. 
 
Designing for Diagnostics 
 
First generation ultrasonic meters were 
dependent on scheduled downloads of an 
abundant load of diagnostic indicators for 
evaluation.  It was data overload with little 
experience or research to support what 
diagnostics to take seriously or what to 
ignore.  As the years passed and research 
and field experience gave more meaning 
to the diagnostics the manufacturers 
developed software to do the diagnostics 
evaluations and indicated by color coding 
or flags good and bad conditions.  In some 
instances a single diagnostic indicator 
representing a comprehensive review of 
all the indicators shows as good or bad.   
 
The direction we are moving is to have the 
key diagnostic indicators sent to an RTU 
via Modbus serial communication.  This 
has the advantage of giving real time 
alarms when key diagnostics limits are 
exceeded.  In contrast past practices 
required months  before a field review 
would  pick up an alarm that may have 
billing consequences.  This has two 
additional significant advantages.  
SCADA maintains a historical record of 
one minute intervals for data allowing a 
detailed review of past conditions for the 
most effective assessments of problems.  
Lastly it allows anyone with SCADA 
access to view current conditions of the 
meter should there be customer or other 
party concerns. 
 
Our key diagnostic indicator for reflective 
path ultrasonic meters is the theoretical 
speed of sound compared to the metered 
speed of sound.  This is used for the 

biggest installations with gas 
chromatographs.  The high end flow 
computer contains an AGA 10 speed of 
sound calculation based on P, T, and gas 
constituents.  This is compared to the 
metered speed of sound.  If the two differ 
by more than 1 fps for a period of time 
(length of time is not yet established) an 
alarm is noted.  This is a much tighter 
tolerance than applied by other users.  We 
find it a very effective diagnostics if this 
tight tolerance is applied. This indicator 
immediately notifies us if any of the 
components that go into energy 
measurements are amiss.  The ultrasonic 
meter, the gas chromatograph, and the 
temperature measurement must meet high 
accuracy specifications to prevent the 
comparison from going outside 1 fps.  In 
most cases where it has not met this test it 
has been due to temperature inaccuracy.  
In other cases a problem with the 
chromatograph.   In rare cases a buildup of 
grime on the meter body and/or 
transducers.  Pressure must also be 
reasonably accurate but this test can 
tolerate much more pressure variation and 
still be within the 1 fps requirement.  This 
most useful of all diagnostics keeps an eye 
on all the critical ingredients that 
determine energy flow. 
 
Flow Computers, GC’s, and Other 
 
The ultrasonic meter manufactures also 
include an option for a flow computer 
(FC) to calculate and store corrected flow.  
Most users prefer to use their own FC 
which is standard in their system as the 
platform to correct and store flow meter 
data.  Typically the ultrasonic meter sends 
uncorrected pulses to the FC representing 
actual cubic feet (ACF).  Another option is 
to send a serial Modbus register to the 
flow computer that represents ACF.  We 
send both pulses and the Modbus register 
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for ACF to the FC for our largest intertie 
stations and use the pulse registration as 
backup and validation purposes for our 
usage validation program. 
 
We install a station gas chromatograph 
(GC) when the usage exceeds 100 
mmscf/day.  The GC is connected to the 
FC for calculating the compressibility 
factor and total energy measurement based 
on real time data.  As previously noted the 
high end FC also has an AGA 10 module 
to make a precise speed of sound 
calculation and compare with the metered 
speed of sound.  The high end FC also 
takes five other diagnostics and 
continually monitors their status and stores 
the results.  This function will be added to 
the SCADA system for stations without 
the high end flow computer required for 
more sophisticated diagnostic evaluations. 
 
These critical stations often have gas 
moisture content measuring instruments, 
odorometers (odorant levels and other 
sulfur compound readings), and odorant 
injection systems programmed to inject 
odorant proportional to flow rate as given 
by the ultrasonic meter.   The largest 
stations also typically have 
filter/separators to prevent the introduction 
of liquids and other compounds from 
entering the meter and downstream piping 
system. 
 
Grounding and Insulation 
 
Grounding and insulation is important for 
safety reasons and protection of 
equipment.  Our most common ultrasonic 
meter use is for power plant metering.  
The high voltage generated without 
protective measures can induce voltage 
spikes that damage delicate electronics or 
present a shock hazard to workers.   
 

This can be a complex subject and will 
only be given a cursory review.  It requires 
a careful survey from an expert of the land 
and surrounding electric power lines prior 
to installation of the meter.  The survey 
identifies the type and layout of the 
grounding grid, grounding cable, 
insulation installation locations, and 
insulation specifications.  The meter run 
typically must block the DC cathodic 
protection current from draining to the 
foreign piping system and metal 
components and at the same time allow 
equalization of the AC voltage across the 
insulators to prevent a voltage differential 
that can cause a dangerous shock.  Each of 
the other electronics such as the FC, GC, 
ultrasonic meter electronics, etc., must be 
insulated from the pipe to prevent voltage 
spikes from damaging their electronics or 
causing unwanted program changes to the 
software than can create gross accuracy 
errors.  
 
Summary 
 
We have seen that the industry has settled 
on a core of components suggested from 
AGA 9 for ultrasonic meter installations.  
Users have unique designs outside the 
bounds of the core components, such as 
filters, tee’s versus elbows, valves on the 
meter run versus valves on the legs, 
methods to protect from grime and liquids, 
multi run small ultrasonic meters versus 
larger single run ultrasonic meters, 
rangeabiliity limits that determine the need 
for single or multi run meters, and 
methods to assure the highest accuracy 
ancillary components and real time 
monitoring of diagnostics indicators.  In 
short achieving and retaining flow lab 
accuracy at the least cost. 
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